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Gopakumaran Nair, R.N. Kulkarni,

I. Background
1.

Introduction

Faster agriculture growth is the most effective route to inclusive growth, especially
when the share of agriculture in Gross Value Added(GVA) is just above 17 per cent,
(2014-15) which is shared by more than half of our population. Simple mathematics
shows that the per capita income of those involved in agriculture is almost one third of
an average Indian. Further, within the agriculture sector, the inequitable distribution
of landholdings (85 per cent of SF/MF cultivating in 45 per cent of area) makes the
small and marginal farms the poverty hotspot of the country. Hence, every effort to
inclusive growth has to address the income enhancement in agriculture and those
weak, within the sector. The Government of India (GoI) announcement of doubling
farmers’ income by 2022, having a direct impact on almost half of the population,
comes as an endorsement of the above strategy, aiming for a sense of income security
to farmers in a time bound manner.
The subject has attracted of lot of attention, generating thoughts and debates on policy,
strategy and implementation to achieve the goal. The paradigm has changed from food
security to income security for the farmers in a speciﬁc time frame, which calls for
creating enabling environment.
Deputy General Manager, NABARD, Mumbai and Chief General Manager, NABARD, Pune, respectively.
Support by Shri. Greville N. Kharlukhi, Manager NABARD, Mumbai is acknowledged.
The views expressed in this paper are personal.
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2.

Objective and structure of the paper

This paper attempts to build a perspective on what do we mean by an enabling
environment, its scope, the salient features, the entities responsible for creation of
it and ﬁnally practical aspects of creating it in the given context of doubling of farm
income.
This paper has been broadly divided into three sections. Following the background
section, the second section discusses the support required for achieving the desired
outcome. The scope of this ‘support required’ is vast. John Maynard Keynes once
said that it is necessary to distinguish the important, from urgent. In line with this
principle, an attempt has been made to cover required enablers / interventions under
nine broad categories (1) Natural Resource Management (2) Infrastructure support
(3) Enable credit environment (4) R&D and extension services (5) Risk ManagementIntegrated approaches (6) Marketing strategies (7) Scaling up and Aggregation (8)
Off Farm/Non-Farm/Wage income (9) Strengthening/widening partnership. The last
section sums up the paper. In addition issues that are affecting farmers, but may not
strictly fall within the above categories, have been presented in tabular form as an
Annexure to this paper.

3.

Enabling environment

An enabling environment broadly is a set of interrelated conditions viz., policies,
investment plans, institutions, support services and other conditions - including legal,
organisational, ﬁscal, informational, social, cultural and political - that individually
and collectively could create or improve the impact of the growth process in a sustained
manner.

4.

Salient features of the desired enabling environment

Creating enabling environment for agriculture growth is a continuum, but viewed in
the given context, it brings out many other features which the existing environment
has to build on:
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•

To match the given objective of doubling farmers’ income by 2022, the environment
has to be oriented to take cognizance of the short and medium term time frame.

•

The framework should be broad enough to include aspects beyond farm
production/ productivity and cover post production activities as well, which have
a signiﬁcant contribution in farm income enhancement.

•

Enabling environment should be accommodative to diverse approaches to income
enhancements, viz., by saving on cost, by increasing productivity and by using
both approaches.

•

It should also keep the perspective of inter-sectoral complementarities and
convergence opportunities, so as to help the farm household incomes to grow in
conjunction with the farm economy as a whole.
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•

While the focus should be on small farm households, it should be inclusive enough
to ﬁnd a space for medium and large players who build the scale and serve a useful
demonstration purpose.

•

It should be able to blend application of modern technology and improve upon the
traditional wisdom.

•

It should be ﬂexible enough to accommodate and address the state speciﬁc (ideally
location speciﬁc) issues to make the exercise more realistic, locally acceptable and
cost effective.

•

The framework should deal with the normal agro climatic situation, but recognize
that below normal situations is also a reality and special efforts would be required
to deal with those diverse risks.

5.

Stakeholders to help create this enabling environment

When we look at who creates the environment, we ﬁnd a wide range of players.
Prominently included are the Government - Central, the State, the Local Self
Governments - Academia, Universities, Research Institutions, Technology Providers,
Regulatory Authorities, Financial Institutions, Corporates, market makers, peoples’
institutions, opinion makers and above all the farmers themselves. All these entities
have their own mandates, strategies and instruments and are working in their own
space. When the scope is wide and players are many, interplay and convergence of
their energies is tricky, but essential.

II. Issues and Interventions
1.

Natural Resource Management

a.

Land related issues

Landlessness, fragmentation and smallness of operations is not a new phenomenon,
but the stage at which it stands now, has serious consequences in almost every aspect
of agriculture growth and development – be it production, storage, transporting,
marketing and most importantly, incomes. Whether it is owning and using modern
technology, farm equipment; in accessing inputs or services like extension or high
transactions cost of reaching out to them. Continuous declining of average size of land
has implications for agriculture credit outreach too. Banks ﬁnd it increasingly difﬁcult
to ﬁnance asset generating investments as they are not viable on marginal and small
farms, unless they are also leased out to neighbouring farms which is uncertain.
Ironically, it is also true that small and marginal farmers account for a substantial share
in vegetables and milk, cereals and fruits produced. But, with very little marketable
surplus, their farming is hardly commercial. Smaller farms, smaller volumes of
produce, higher transport cost, reduced ability to negotiate for better prices are the
other consequences leading to lower prices and lower incomes for farmers. And that is
why even interventions like MSP and procurement prices do not touch these farmers
with negligible marketable surplus. Unless land leasing laws are modiﬁed urgently that
allow leasing out land on long-term basis, even the beneﬁts of commodity exchanges
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and market reforms will not reach the farmers. Declining incomes due to reducing
farm sizes are a serious disincentive for farmers to continue farming.
The small piece of land, although not providing sufﬁcient employment and income,
cannot be sold as it is considered as last piece of insurance and gainful sustainable
employment outside agriculture does not come easily. Neither the State nor the Market
has been able to provide a satisfactory solution to this chronic problem. Possible
answer lies in ﬁnding out ways to aggregate farmers, to make some minimum viable
size of operating farms without the individual landowners losing their ownership
rights. If this happens, transaction costs of providing and availing services and inputs
will come down and minimum volumes will be produced on each operating farm which
would enable the owners to negotiate for better prices. Cooperative farming, collective
farming, producers organizations, joint liability groups (JLGs), leasing out land, or
contract farming are some possible ways of aggregation.
Going by the trend, fragmentation is unstoppable and/or increasing the average size of
ownership holding is improbable. What can possibly be done is, increase the operational
holding size by encouraging land leasing. We may have to allow land leasing on a long
term basis primarily by protecting the interests of the owners. Land leasing on a longterm basis needs to be made legal with an unequivocal undertaking that the tenant
would acquire no right on land. This single step would ensure that minimum size of
operated holding which would make productivity enhancing investments possible and
also result in a volume of produce emendable to storing, processing or marketing.
Such a provision will enable farmers to retain their land ownership and receive a prenegotiated lease rent when they lease out, and enable the tenant to create operational
holdings of that minimum size which will make agriculture viable. The State therefore
may have to consider amending the land leasing laws which will encourage freely
operating land lease market. This move will be contrary to the earlier thinking on land
reforms and is a politically sensitive issue, but this policy decision is urgently required.
There is no uniformity across the states in the country on the legal status of tenants and
land leasing law; thereby, creating obstacles for developing a vibrant land lease rental
market. In many large states like Telangana, Bihar, Karnataka, etc., land leasing is
banned with exceptions granted to landowners among widows, minors, disabled and
defense personnel. Kerala has for long banned tenancy but permitting only self-help
groups. Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Rajasthan have liberal tenancy laws whereas
West Bengal limits tenancy to sharecroppers. All these impediments give room for
concealed exploitative tenancy. According to latest NSSO 70th Round ﬁndings, the
leased in area as a percentage of operated area for All India is 10.9 per cent (2012-13);
an increase of 4.4 per cent compared to 6.5 per cent in 2002-03.
Econometric evidence exists to show that land rental increases the productivity of
land use at the plot level2. Experiences in Asian countries showed positive results in
agricultural entrepreneurship, productivity, production, rural diversiﬁcation, income
Klaus Deininger and Songqing Jin(2007); Land Rental Markets in the Process of Rural Structural Transformation: Productivity and Equity Impacts in China, WPS 4454, World Bank, 2007.
2
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growth and rural poverty reduction etc., on account of land tenure reforms3. Studies
in India has also highlighted that tenancy restrictions have reduced productivity and
equity4. There is a need to have a legal framework that secures operational freedom of
tenure for tenants during the period of contract, protecting legal rights of the owner,
operation ﬂexibility to the cultivators, fair ﬁxation of tenure, periods and rentals etc.
The model land leasing practices law, prepared by the Expert Group set up by GoI
and circulated to states for adoption, will enable this class of tenants to have access to
institutional sources of credit, and beneﬁts like interest subvention, crop insurance,
crop failure compensation, etc. Given that land is a state subject, it is left to the states to
adopt this law and to make the law work for the beneﬁt of poor farmers in their areas5.

b. Improving water use efﬁciency – drip, sprinkler, piped water etc.
encouraging traditional, low cost methods
About 45 per cent of cropped area in the country is irrigated. Although the ultimate
irrigation potential in India is estimated at about 140 million hectares, the widening
gap between the irrigation potential created and the capacity utilized is a matter of
concern. Water productivity deﬁned in terms of kilogram per cubic metre of water in
major states is very low especially in case of crops like rice, sugarcane, etc. Increased
importance needs to be accorded to enhance water use efﬁciency as productivity in
agriculture in terms of ‘crop per drop’ approach is gaining importance and being
advocated. This is an area where we need to introduce water saving devices and
implement carefully. Involvement of local bodies, farmers groups, FPOs in generating
awareness and demonstration effect holds importance.

c.

Watershed Development

Quality of natural resources, use of renewable sources, policies and social institutions
to regulate/manage hold utmost importance in the sustained development of
agriculture. Programmes like Participatory Watershed Management Programme,
Tribal Development Programme and other climate change adaptation initiatives,
Umbrella Programme on Natural Resource Management (UPNRM) etc. have created
successful models to boost rural livelihoods by supporting community-managed,
sustainable projects around natural resource management projects.
Participatory investments in community-based projects in dry land areas under the
Watershed Development Fund have shown that watershed projects, when designed,
implemented and maintained through community participation and voluntary

3
Kirk, M. and T. Nguyen (2009); Land-tenure policy reforms: Decollectivization and the DoiMoi system in
Vietnam. IFPRI Discussion Paper. Washington, D.C.: International Food Policy Research Institute.

Jin, Songqing & Deininger, Klaus W. & Nagarajan, Hari K.,(2006); “Equity and efﬁciency impacts of rural
land rental restrictions: Evidence from India,”2006 Annual meeting, July 23-26, Long Beach, CA 21305,
American Agricultural Economics Association (New Name 2008: Agricultural and Applied Economics Association)

4

Sanjoy Patnaik(2016); ‘Why restriction on renting agriculture land in India must go’, Landes, Rural Development Institute, ‘http://www.landesa.org/why-restrictions-on-renting-agricultural-land-in-india-mustgo/’ accessed on 27 June 2016.
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community labour, are better executed in terms of technical parameters and lead to
substantial downstream beneﬁts for all participants. There is a need to have a fasttracked coverage of vulnerable areas under this mode of conservation and development.

d.

Climate change – adaptive methods, seed, cropping pattern etc.

Climate change is one of the most important areas of concern not just for India but
for the world today, which can impact net income of farming. New and innovative
measures to adapt to climate change, commonly articulated, include: (i) changes in
agricultural practices to improve the fertility of soil and enhance carbon sequestration,
(ii) changes in the management of agricultural water for more efﬁcient use, (iii)
agricultural diversiﬁcation to enhance resilience, (iv) development of agricultural
science and technology, agricultural advisory services, and information systems; and,
(v) improving risk management and crop insurance.
The goal of increasing productivity without impacting environment can be attained
through diversiﬁcation and selection of inputs and management practices that foster
positive ecological relationships and biological processes within the entire agroecosystem. The lack of information on agro-ecology and the demand for management
skills are major barriers to the adoption of sustainable agriculture6 which can be
attained by skilling manpower. With the help of participatory research and extension
approaches these technologies can be developed further into location-speciﬁc
sustainable resource management systems.

e.

Soil health – thrust on micro nutrient, bio fertiliser organic
manures / fertiliser / pesticides

There is a need to address certain critical issues like adequate supply of good quality seeds
(as it is estimated that the quality of seed accounts for 20–25 per cent of productivity).
Imbalanced use of fertilizers and widespread deﬁciency of micronutrients are some
of the reasons for the decline in the crop response ratio. Yield enhancement can be
better attained with the use of micronutrients, rather than applying additional doses
of chemical fertilisers. In this context, the GoI initiated and launched Soil Health Card
Scheme aimed to improve soil fertility on a sustainable basis, is expected to generate
good results. Side by side, wherever feasible, the conservation farm technologies
such as zero tillage, laser levelling, system of rice intensiﬁcation (SRI) non pesticide
management7, etc. are to be further studied, piloted and implemented with local
adoption.

2.

Infrastructure Support

The Indian farmer suffers on account of inadequate. In fact, inadequate infrastructure
has an adverse impact on the incentive to produce itself. Opportunities for enhancing
net income lie both in increasing productivity and reducing the transaction costs
6
FAO, World Agriculture: Towards 2015/2030. An FAO perspective. (http://www.fao.org/docrep/ 005/
y4252e/y4252e13.htm)
7
Ramaswamy C and KN Selvaraj (2006), “Drought , Agricultural Risk and Rural Income”, Economic and
Political Weekly, 41 (26)
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for farmers by providing them access to quality infrastructure at various stages of
production as well as post production processes. Public sector investment in irrigation,
rural roads, power, telecommunications, marketing infrastructure, research and
extension services results in high growth of the agricultural sector and reduction
in poverty. However, there exist larger gaps in critical infrastructure affecting the
production function of Indian farmers.
A stage has come to enlarge the scope of conventional rural infrastructure by including
investments in soil testing laboratories, automatic weather stations and other technology
applications such as use of drones, especially in the context of risk mitigation and the
new crop insurance scheme which emphasizes faster payoffs to the farmers.
In addition to the physical ‘hard’ infrastructure, there is a case for development of
soft infrastructure too. In the context of agriculture, reliable and timely information
which is the key to enhanced productivity and income to farmers, is hard to come by.
Conventional set up of the extension mechanism has collapsed and the R & D efforts
are on low key. Investment in soft infrastructure in terms of information and research
and extension services to farmers will go a long way in agriculture growth and available
evidence also indicates that investment in human capital too has an important role, the
returns to which can be fairly quick.
While investing, the complementarity between the hard and soft infrastructure needs to
be kept in view. For instance, for a farmer it is necessary to get information about price
trends, but unless he has access to storage facilities to take the price advantage; and
then efﬁcient road connectivity to reach the market, mere access to information may
not be sufﬁcient. Maybe, he will also need access to ﬁnance based on the value of his
stored produce in the interim period. Studies by IFPRI show that the presumed impact
of access to ﬁnancial services on household income and welfare may not materialize if
complementary (hard & soft) infrastructures are not put in place.

a.

Irrigating farms

In India, approximately `34.90 lakh crore has been invested in development of Major
and Medium Irrigation (MMI) over the last 60 years and an irrigation potential of
about 42.35 million ha. has been created8. The gap between the created and utilized
irrigation potential is 18.87 per cent for the major and minor irrigation (MMI) sector,
and 12.6 per cent for the Minor Irrigation (MI) sector. The overall irrigation efﬁciency
of the major and medium irrigation projects in India is estimated at around 38 per
cent, which is low. Efﬁciency of the surface irrigation system can be improved from
about 35-40 per cent to around 60 per cent and that of groundwater from about 65-70
per cent to 75 per cent9.
The introduction of irrigation technologies which are both economically and technically
efﬁcient like drip and sprinkler can improve water use efﬁciency. The adoption of
sprinkler irrigation in the cultivation of groundnut and cotton in Gujarat and Andhra
8
Varma, H.K., A.S. Dhingra, and D.T.V. Raghu Rama Swamy(2012); Exploring public–private partnership
in the irrigation and drainage sector in India. Mandaluyong City, Philippines, Asian Development Bank.

Government of India (2016), Economic Survey 2015-16, Ministry of Finance, New Delhi.
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Pradesh resulted in 35 to 40 per cent savings of irrigation water. Similarly, the adoption
of drip irrigation resulted in 40 to 65 per cent savings in water for horticulture crops
and 30 to 47 per cent for vegetables10.
Capital investment in water efﬁcient devices like sprinkler, drip pipelining, etc. seems
unaffordable to SF/MF, even after considerable subsidy under various schemes. There
is a possibility of group based approaches, enhancing subsidy component etc. which can
be explored to attract more farmers to adopt such vital tools for reducing water wastages.

b.

Storage facilities – decentralised, cold chain for
high value agriculture

The weakest link in the commodity supply chain, as far as the Indian farmers are
concerned, is the marketing link where middle level agents exist in various forms
cornering larger margins due to the producers, accentuated further by the lack of
adequate storage facilities. Given the concerns about perishable commodities and
post-harvest loss - warehousing ﬁnancing as well as cold-chain storage have to be
accorded priority and implemented in a decentralized way for enhancing farmers’
income. Agencies like Warehouse Development and Regulatory Authority through
NABARD’s consultancy arm NABCONS accord accreditation to warehouses to enable
issue of negotiable warehouse receipts to farmers which, in turn, dissuades distress
sales by them.
c.

Digitalization of land records

Digitized and well documented land titles are essential to end myriad disputes over
land, spur farmers’ interest in boosting soil health and enhance access to institutional
credit and government’s welfare schemes. Computerization of land records - Record of
Right (RoR) helps banks to have access to information on property rights by viewing/
checking records online, including abstracts of past transactions. The ‘Bhoomi’
programme in Karnataka11, has registered improvement in having better access on
RoR, which can be replicated in other states with the support available under The
National Land Records Modernization Programme (NLRMP)12 of GoI.
Almost all major States have initiated the online land record system and have accorded
legal sanctity to computerised ROR by providing information on the web with the
exception for a few smaller states Lakshadweep, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland,
Sikkim, Arunachal etc13. This move should be supplemented with additional steps to
persuade the states to undertake land consolidation14.
Government of India (2016), Economic Survey 2015-16, Ministry of Finance, New Delhi.
In Karnataka, Bhoomi - the project of on-line delivery and management of land records provides transparency in land records management with better citizen services. The BHOOMI has computerized 20
million records of land ownership of 6.7 million farmers in the state which are accessible through “Kiosks”
by paying a service charge of `.10. further. The Manual RoRs have been made invalid.

10
11

The National Land Records Modernization Programme (NLRMP) is launched by Government of India in
August 2008, aimed to modernize management of land records, minimize scope of land/property disputes,
enhance transparency in the land records maintenance system, and facilitate moving eventually towards
guaranteed conclusive titles to immovable properties in the country.

12

GoI (2016); Digital India Land Records Modernization Programme – MIS, Department of Land Resources

13

Ministry of Rural Development, Government of Indiahttp://nlrmp.nic.in (MoRd, GoI)
http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/start-leasing-land-115090201436_1.html

14
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3. Enable Healthy Credit Environment
Timely, adequate and affordable supply of credit is necessary to meet both working
capital requirements and to accelerate investment in agriculture. It is known that if the
credit delivery is not on time or not adequate, farmers tend to take recourse to informal
credit which adds a hefty cost to household and undermines the advantage of sub vented
credit. Not merely addressing volume, but improving the efﬁciency of delivery also
becomes the enabler. Several other enabling interventions hold importance especially
the ﬂow of term loans to enable capital formation in the sector. The disparities existing
among the stages and regions are substantial and need to be curbed as far as possible,
through corrective policies.

a.

Bank regulatory reforms

Over the decade, credit ﬂow to agriculture has increased tremendously but it has not
been reﬂected in the outreach in a concomitant manner. While supply side constraints
are being removed with the aid of technology, what is equally important is to improve the
absorptive capacity of farmers. Security oriented lending practices, formalities involved,
legal formalities of states involved still hinder credit ﬂow especially to the asset-less
farming community. In several states, loans beyond certain limits involve extra costs
like stamp duties, documents/registration fees, forcing farmers to limit the loan amount
sought. Rationalizing these formalities will reduce additional cost burden on farmers.
Channelization of credit through Priority Sector Lending (PSL) stipulation by RBI15,
speciﬁes that within the 18 per cent (of Adjusted Net Bank Credit(ANBC), or off balance
sheet exposure whichever is higher) target outlined for agriculture, 8 percent is
prescribed for Small and Marginal Farmers. Non-attainment of the stipulation(overall,
just above 16 per cent as at the end of March 2015) on agriculture by some banks
has contributed to the imbalance in credit availability across the regions warranting
careful attention in this regard.
b.

Improving access to credit

Geographical limitations and its diverse nature necessitated banks to harness
advantages of technology, non-conventional modes, use of intermediaries such as
Business Facilitators (BF) or Business Correspondents (BC) for providing ﬁnancial and
banking services. Achievements of Financial Inclusion Plan - 2013-16 highlights that
the enhanced penetration of banking services through BCs in the rural areas where
normal banking operations are not feasible is a cost effective way of inclusion.
Considering the importance of brick and mortar branches for increasing banking
penetration and ﬁnancial inclusion, RBI had decided to focus on villages with
population above 5000 without a commercial bank and advised the concerned State
Level Bankers Committee (SLBC) conveners to allot such villages among scheduled
commercial banks, including Regional Rural Banks(RRBs) for opening of branches.
This process need to be accelerated to attain the target and reach the beneﬁt of ﬁnancial
inclusion to the excluded by the end of March 2017.
15

RBI(2015); Master Circular No. FIDD.CO.Plan.BC.04/04.09.01/2015-16 dated July 1, 2015
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In addition to the low access to credit, its distribution across various farm size category
is also a matter of concern. Data brought out by NSSO All India Debt and Investment
Survey (2013), indicate positive correlation between size of land holding and access
to institutional credit in India. For example, 13 per cent farmers with land holdings
of less than 0.01 ha, have access to credit from a formal banking institution (while 64
per cent borrow from private money lenders) whereas, 60 per cent of the farmers with
landholding in excess of 10 ha, have access to credit from formal banking institutions
(while, only 16 per cent of farmers in that category rely on private moneylenders).
There is a need to reverse the trend as the credit need of asset-less group is more
compared to others and borrowing from informal sources implies a direct impact on
cost of agricultural operations.
c.

Coverage of Small/ Marginal Farmers, Tenant Farmers,
landless cultivators- the key to bring down the cost of credit

RBI, with a view to provide adequate credit to this resource starving segments, has
mandated that minimum share 7 per cent of ANBC be towards SF/MF category and is
to be attained by the end of March 2016 and 8 per cent by the end of March 2017. As
compared to the present share of about 6 per cent of ANBC to SF/MF, the achievement
of the sub-limit will have a visible positive change in dispensation of agriculture credit
to SF / MF ; hence, the need for banks to strictly adhere to it.
The security based lending practice in vogue, results in asset less borrowers not get
access to institutional credit or ﬁnance and land in the trap of moneylenders and
middlemen for lack of collateral on their part. It is suggested that a partial solution to
these issues could be JLGs whose principle of mutual guarantee and timely repayments
due to peer pressure lay the basic foundation for their success. To further this, it is
suggested that a sub-limit of 1 per cent of ANBC (within the 8 per cent limit meant for
SF/MF) may be exclusive ﬁnancing to tenant farmers.
Another example of enhancing access to small holders and tenant farmers - easing of
land documentation for credit purposes may be altered to state speciﬁc situation. In
view of increasing share of non-owner cultivation and weak lease markets, tenancy
certiﬁcate system introduced in Andhra Pradesh16 offer scope to ensure better access to
credit by overcoming stipulation of written tenancy agreements (which land-owners are
reluctant to provide). Government of Andhra Pradesh had issued Loan Eligibility Cards
to about 58 per cent of the tenants in the State and studies17 on the concept highlight
positive impact in improved access to credit by the tenant farmers. The concept is
worth replication in other states with proper modiﬁcations (to overcome shortcomings
of the system as revealed by the studies in AP) beﬁtting to local conditions.

16
‘The Andhra Pradesh Licensed Cultivators Act’ was passed in December 2011, to provide loan and other beneﬁts
to the farmers, without effecting the rights of the owners, enabling them to access credit from the public ﬁnancial
institutions and other beneﬁts like input subsidy, crop insurance, compensation for damage to crops.

E. Revathy, (2014); Liberalizing - The Andhra Pradesh Land Licensed Cultivators Act, Centre Economic and
Social Studies, Hyderabad, Working Paper No. 135.

17

June 2012
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d. Credit Planning - Prioritizing of investment credit for
Capital formation
Agriculture credit has recorded a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 22.9 per
cent during the period from 2003-04 to 2014-15. During the same period short term
(ST) credit increased at a CAGR of 24.9 per cent, while long term (LT) credit grew at
a CAGR of 18.7 per cent. Taking into account the cropping pattern existing in major
states and the scale of ﬁnance (SoF used for ﬁnancing crop cultivation) of 20 major
crops, prevailing in 14 major states, it has been estimated that, on an average, a bank
loan of `42,850 is required to cultivate one hector land(in 2014-15). Short term credit
disbursed during 2014-15 at `6.35 lakh crore (P) is estimated to be sufﬁcient to meet
the cultivation requirement of about 148 million ha of cropped area which worked out
to roughly 75 per cent of gross cropped area of the country during 2014-15. If we target
90 per cent coverage of the GCA in the country with bank loan by the year 2022, and
assuming almost 10 per cent annual increase in the SoF, the rate of growth in ST credit
warranted will be in the range of 13 per cent per year, which is well within the current
pace of growth of ST credit.
The sluggish yield and growth of output in the agricultural sector was associated with
relatively low levels of investment compared to other sectors of the economy. At the
macro level, the share of investment credit in total GLC declined from 42 per cent
in 2005-06 to 24.8 per cent in 2014-15. At the same time Gross Capital Formation
(GCF) as a percentage of GDP in agriculture has registered a very slow increase from
14.6 per cent in 2005-06 to 15.8 per cent in 2014-15(P)18, but continue to be far below
the overall capital formation in the economy (34.2 per cent of the GDP in 2014-15).
Considering the higher growth target of income of farmers, and the given Incremental
Capital Output Ratio (5.32 : 1)19 an investment credit requirement to double the income
emanating from Agriculture and allied sources, productive capacity enhancement
needed in the sector is enormous. In view of the share of Private contribution in GCFagriculture at 82 per cent, the contribution of bank loan in that share at 80 per cent
and the LT achievement in 2014-15 at 2.1 lakh crore, this target seems to be very hard
to attain. We therefore, need to look at strategies for stimulating and directing the ﬂow
of investment credit, more from public sector, corporates and FDI in the sector and to
focus more on value addition in allied activities.

e.

Thrust on moderating regional imbalances – focus on Central,
Eastern and NE Regions

The spread of indebtedness (51.9 per cent in the country, 2013) was uneven across
states which ranged between 92.9 per cent in Andhra Pradesh to 17.5 per cent in
Assam. Corroborating the results of the NSSO 70th Round, the GLC disbursement data
also showed skewed distribution against the East and Central regions of the country.
Notably, the Central region of the country accounts for 28 per cent and 32 per cent of
the Gross Cropped Area (GCA) and Gross Irrigated Area (GIA), but accounts for hardly
CSO, GOI, sourced from Economic Survey, Various issues.
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13 per cent of the agriculture credit disbursed during 2014-15. Among all the regions
in the country, the Eastern region which has share in crop production at 16.37 per
cent and 14.65 per cent in GCA and 15.25 per cent in GIA, accounts for hardly 9.47 of
agriculture credit disbursed. The Southern region accounts for around 18.68 per cent
of GCA and 16.17 per cent in foodgrain production but accounted for the largest share
(37.65 per cent) of agricultural credit disbursed during 2014-15. What is important is to
remove the impediments in credit ﬂow, improving the efﬁciency of the banking units,
increase the presence of facilitating agencies and other institutions in these regions.

4. Research and Development and Extension services
Developing countries like India spend less than 10 per cent of what industrial countries
put into agriculture R&D as a share of their agri GDP20. It has been estimated that Brazil
has received almost $16 beneﬁt for every dollar invested in research establishments
by improving the yield level of major crops21. Several other studies across the world
also highlighted that biological inputs including improved varieties and agronomical
practices could claim 75 per cent in case of wheat, 50 per cent of growth in yield in
maize, 85 per cent for soya-bean and 24 per cent22 in productivity gains.

a. Research and Development to reduce yield gaps
Investment in basic research that creates opportunities for increasing production, to
the extent feasible within the climatic zone, is necessary for a reduction in yield gap.
Enhancement in income necessitates intervention in people’s lives and livelihoods
through research learning on areas such as agricultural productivity, modern irrigation,
SRI, nutrient use, livestock management etc., based on the best possible research
outcomes and thereby maximize the beneﬁt to farming community and limit adverse
effects.
There is a need to shift the focus of the research and development agenda from cropcentric in irrigated areas to location-speciﬁc cropping systems in dry lands, hills and
tribal areas. Greater attention needs to be directed towards horticulture crops, which are
land and water-saving by nature. Efforts may also be made to harness remote sensing
technologies to optimize the application of inputs, and explore areas in emerging
capital-intensive biotechnology with a view to reduce yield gap. Our research agenda
need to focus on nutrition, health, environmental aspects of crops, agri business, crop
mix modelling, climate changes etc.

b. Precision Farming
In view of very low level of yield of major crops, selection of suitable seeds, application
of adequate inputs at appropriate time, managerial practices, etc. are crucial. In
this context, the concept of precision farming needs to be stressed upon, to ensure
balanced use of inputs and better yields, as it has been a reality in the West. Most of
World Bank, World Bank Development Report, 2008, Agriculture for Development, Washington DC.
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the hybrid seeds that created good results at ﬁeld level are produced and marketed
by private sector. Private sector as well as government agencies in India may have to
work in collaboration to avoid massive investment in R&D by the private sector so
that governmental agencies can concentrate on massive production and distribution of
high quality seeds at low costs.

c. Cultivation under controlled atmosphere – low cost methods
Indian agriculture continues to be under the control of monsoon. With close to 55 per
cent of its arable area under the mercy of rain, its variations play a crucial role in the
success of an agricultural season. There is a need to decouple agricultural output from
the ﬂuctuation of climate to ensure higher and stable income to the farmers. Location
speciﬁc / cost effective methods of cultivation practices under shade/controlled
atmosphere need thrust.
Considering the growing importance of horticulture and hi-tech agriculture in the
Indian economy, it is pertinent that protected cultivation is encouraged in all parts
of the country, speciﬁcally in the North, North-East and Hilly Regions. Moreover,
focus should be on identifying and developing suitable varieties of horticulture crops
for protected cultivation. Further, crop nursery practices could be standardized under
protected environment to optimize the use of available space.

d. Participatory extension services
NSSO (70th Round) estimated that 59 per cent of farmers do not get technical assistance
and know-how from government-funded farm research institutes or extension services.
They have to instead rely on progressive farmers, the media, input suppliers, private
agents etc. Public sector Extension system not able to cater to the ever rising need of
the farming community.
The needs of farmers in terms of information and technology support are becoming
more complex due to the rapid pace of developments and the diversity of the sector.
As the latest Economic Survey has highlighted, agriculture extension services have
to be revitalized by making it more relevant, useful and timely in order to improve
agricultural productivity by taking the form of a one-stop-shop that offers both
hardware and software solutions to raise the incomes of farmers, especially small and
marginal farmers.
The lab-to-land programme and new technologies can be made effective by leveraging
information technology and mobile applications. In view of larger penetration of
visual media and smartphone in rural area, the possibilities of such development can
be effectively utilized for dissemination of technology and package of practices (Kisan
TV, for example, providing farmers a direct interface with agricultural experts, has
shown good response).
With the ICAR Vision-2050 announced last year, the ‘Farmer FIRST’ initiative aims
to enhance farmers-scientists contact with multi stakeholders’ participation for
technology development and application. The “Mera Gaon Mera Gaurav” concept
(commenced in Patna and Sikkim) will involve multidisciplinary scientists who will
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“adopt” ﬁve villages within a radius of maximum 100 km and they may perform the
functions with the help of KVKs and Agriculture Technology Management Agency
(ATMA), both already mandated with extension of technology.

5. Risk Management – Integrated approaches
Changing risk proﬁle of agriculture has a signiﬁcant impact on the farm incomes.
Speciﬁcally, the risks agriculture faces range from - not realizing the expected yield,
not realizing the expected price, not realizing the expected quality of output, risk of
deterioration in the output during the stages of storage and transportation, to the risks
of various types including spurious inputs which can be broadly classiﬁed as manmade risks. With growing commercialization of agriculture the magnitude of loss due
to these unfavourable eventualities is large. Clearly, the risks transcend the ambit of
production and go over to the whole gambit of agriculture and rural life. Increasing
agriculture incomes is a challenge especially at a time when the dimensions of risk
in agriculture are changing.The current development process and lack of proper risk
mitigation mechanism have adversely affected farmers in India.

a. Integrated approaches farm – allied –non/off farm activities
In view of small size of farm and ongoing fragmentation, promotion of diversiﬁcation
of farm in an integrated manner (both allied and off farm) is required to ameliorate the
vulnerability of small farms in the country. There is a need to evolve a holistic farm
resilience mission in an inter-disciplinary manner.
The most efﬁcient way to enhance farmers’ income is to build up intra and inter-sectoral
linkages and adopt value addition. Improving farm efﬁciency by mutual use of other
sectors’ products and by-products as inputs to the linked sectors in a scientiﬁc way can
go a long way in reducing production costs. Our farm-hold needs to be reshaped into
a composite economic production unit, comprising farm, allied, processing unit, nonfarm products, etc. to make it a viable and sustainable economic entity.

b. Allied activities – Thrust on diversiﬁcation of farm activities
Farm income can be accelerated by engaging farmers in allied activities, thereby
insulating them against risks of vagaries of climate. Rapidly growing purchasing
power, both in urban and rural centres, has effected shift in demand pattern in favour
of products of allied sector, value added products, ready to cook and ready to eat
products thus moving away from traditional staple food varieties. The opportunities
available has to be tapped with appropriate investments in Dairy, Poultry, Sheep Goat,
Piggery, Rabbit rearing, Fishery, value addition, food processing, etc.
India, second largest producer of fruits and vegetables in the world, has registered a
growth in area under horticulture of about 3.8 per cent per annum and production by
7.6 per cent per annum over the last decade. The country is also the highest producer
of milk in the world, accounting for 17 per cent of the world’s production. GoI had
launched the National Livestock Mission in 2014–15 for sustainable and continuous
growth of the livestock sector by emulating the success achieved in the dairy and
poultry sectors across species and regions. There is increasing signiﬁcance of poultry
and livestock products in the context of diversifying farm and non-farm activities in
14
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the agriculture sector to increase livelihood security. Fisheries constitute about 1 per
cent of the total GDP of the country and 5.08 per cent of agriculture GDP. The GoI
plans to further this by implementing an umbrella scheme under its Blue Revolution
initiatives, covering inland ﬁsheries, aquaculture, marine ﬁsheries including deep sea
ﬁshing, mari-culture, etc.
Recent discourses on the doubling of farmers’ income in India has led to a few
prominent commentators mentioning that these sectors hold vast potential to create
and stabilize income generation in farmholds.

c.

Universalisation of crop insurance – diversiﬁed approaches for
disadvantaged regions

Indian farmers are susceptible to shocks and damages and in view of low insurance
penetration (less than 25 per cent coverage), there is a need to put in place a very
comprehensive crop insurance system. Extant crop insurance schemes are constrained
by issues of low penetration, high premium, inaccurate estimation of crop damage, delay
in settlement of claims, low density of weather stations and other infrastructure support,
etc. The present Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojaga (PMFBY) that aims to cover 50 per
cent of the farmers within 3 years, needs a very rigorous execution to be effective.
It removes previous capping on premium so that farmers get full sum insured. On the
technology front, introduction of Remote Sensing Technology, Smartphones, drones
are to be used for quick estimation of losses and early settlement of claims. To ensure
timely support during the distress, there is a need to use technology for quick and
accurate assessment of damage, timely reporting and quick disbursal of relief measures
to the affected.
At present the insurance cover to the allied activities are at the nascent stage. Larger
investment in the sector may necessitate a system for proper and affordable risk
coverage. Involvement private sector by instituting suitable incentives will be helpful
in enhancing coverage of such insurance schemes. In addition, timely conversion
and rescheduling of loans by banks, etc. in the event of calamities is also crucial in
sustaining the absorption capacity of farmers.

6. Marketing strategies
a. National Common Market and APMC
There is a need to streamline the taxation laws which are at large in variance across
various states/ markets. Unless various marketing costs across states are rationalised,
creation of the much awaited National Common Market may not be successful,
thereby the aim of integration and digitisation of marketing operations to improve
price discovery mechanism may not be attainable. States/UTs like Andhra Pradesh,
Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Goa, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Mizoram, Rajasthan,
Uttarakhand and Tripura etc23, have made amendments to their respective APMC Act
for direct marketing, contract farming and markets in private/coop sectors include
while other states are yet to accomplish this.
National Centre for Cold Chain Development (2016); www. http://nccd.gov.in/PDF/APMC-Reforms.pdf accessed on 20.06.16.(https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/274085, accessed on 20 July 2016 at 10.30 AM)
23
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GoI aims to integrate as many as 200 mandis in 2016, another 220 in 2017 and ﬁnally,
a total of 585 mandis by 201824. Amendments to the APMC Acts of the States is a
pre-requisite to join this e-platform, and 12 States have already amended their APMC
Acts and are ready to come onboard. Integration of state Agricultural Produce Market
Committees (APMC) with National Agriculture Market (NAM) requires certain prerequisites viz., (i) a single license valid across the State, (ii) single point levy of market
fee and (iii) provision for electronic auction as a mode for price discovery.

b. Direct marketing – Farmers Markets
Major impediment faced by the farmers in the country for enhancing income is in the
marketing front, which can be overcome only through encouraging direct marketing.
Agriculture marketing need to improve and earlier efforts have shown positive results
by drastically reducing the role of middle men in the marketing chain and improving
net income of farmers.
In order to promote direct marketing, Farmers’ Markets were introduced with a view
to eliminate the middlemen and arrange facilities for the farmers to sell their produce
directly to the consumers at reasonable rates ﬁxed every day, in various states. If
farmers can directly sell their produce to the consumers, it not only saves losses but
also increases farmers’ share in the price paid by the consumers. Succesful initiatives
such as Apni Mandi in Punjab, Uzhavar Sandai in Tamil Nadu, Rythu Markets in
Andhra Pradesh, VFPCK (Vegetable and Fruits Promotion Council, Keralam) in Kerala
etc. need to be encouraged with suitable incentives and enable replication across the
country.

c. Commodities future/ price realization
Commodity futures market facilitate price discovery, crop planning and thereby enable
price risk management to stabilize net income of farmers. Currently, 43 of the 113
commodities that are notiﬁed for futures trading are actively traded in 4 national
exchanges and 6 commodity-speciﬁc exchanges. Share of agricultural commodities in
the total turnover was 18.37 per cent in 2014-15 and the remaining (81.63 per cent) of
the total turnover was contributed by bullion, metals, and energy contracts25. A study
by Aggarwal26 observed that futures market fares relatively well on price discovery and
relatively poorly on hedging effectiveness.
A committee set up by the Ministry of Finance, recommended that FMC pursue a
program of market development, make banks and other ﬁnancial institutions an integral
part of trading in commodity derivatives, permit foreign ﬁnancial ﬁrms to participate
in commodity futures trading, a work program to assist the emergence of high quality
warehouses, negotiability of warehouse receipts and spot market trading in warehouse
receipts, strengthen the regulatory framework for the commodity futures market at
Press Information Bureau(2016); Government of India Ministry of Agriculture, New Delhi, 13 April
(https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/274085, accessed on 20 July 2016 at 10.30 AM)
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Government of India (2016), Economic Survey 2015-16, Ministry of Finance, New Delhi
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Aggarwal N, Jain S, Thomas S (2014). “Price discovery and hedging effectiveness of commodity derivatives markets in India.” Technical report, IGIDR, Bombay
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the earliest27. There is need to improve the access and acceptance of such markets by
the small holders. This will provide the farmer with the choice of alternative marketing
channels, efﬁcient in cost, transparent in processes, prices and quality assessment,
assured payment, store produce and the advantage of warehouse credit, etc.

7. Scaling up and Aggregation
a. Promotion of FPOs
Farmers organizations help in overcoming the challenges of high transaction costs,
security stipulations of loans and support smallholders in gaining access to markets,
public services, better price etc. through collective action. Aggregations of farmers,
Farmers Producers Organizations (FPOs) proved to be an effective mode to improve
access to credit by SF/MF, tenant farmers etc. who are otherwise unable to get access
to the banks. Group based approach also helps in dispensing subsidy (for farm
mechanisation, irrigation structures, land development etc.) to the deserving without
any leakage.
Putting a bottom ceiling on the smallest size and pooling small farms together to
form formal/informal groups of producers may be a way to realise higher net income.
Successful example from Karnataka in growing rose onions and gherkins for export
need further dissemination.
The predicament confronted by the FPOs such as low gestation period, weak and
inadequate forward linkages, low scale and collateral issues in obtaining adequate
ﬁnancial supports, etc. need to be addressed. A platform at state level involving all
the stakeholders, supporting agencies to take care of entire chain of FPO need to be
evolved for better impact.

b. Strengthening cooperative as multi activity agents
With the large member base, wide network of organization set up in rural area and
tested acceptance at ground level, especially by small and marginal farmers, the role
of co-operative banks is indispensable in the progress of farming community. Though
the share of cooperative banks in agriculture credit declined from 62 per cent in 199192 to 17 per cent in 2013-14, there is no substantial reduction in the share of farmers
covered with cooperatives, highlighting the need for strengthening them. In areas
where individual farming is not yielding good returns, collective farm activities can
be thought of to take advantages of scale, joint investment, farm mechanisation, yield
gain and bargaining in marketing.
Cooperatives are proven platform to reduce the input costs, enhancing bargaining power
of farmers and thereby ensuring better prices. In addition their role as aggregator,
conduit to handle storage facility also help farmers to avoid distress sale and attain
advantage of seasonal changes in prices.
27
GoI (2014); Report of the Committee to suggest steps for fulﬁlling the objectives of Price-discovery
and Risk Management of Commodity Derivatives Market, Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of
Finance, government of India. New Delhi April
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d. Joint liability group
JLG model is a proven mechanism to effectively spreading institutional credit to the
less privileged sections such as landless farmers, tenant farmers, sharecroppers and
oral lessees. As the quantum of credit is not linked to savings, the concept is helpful
in meeting larger credit requirement of the members as compared to Self Help
Group(SHG), minimize waiting period for loans and getting the loans without any
collateral insisted by banks28. JLG can take care of the needs of mid-segment clientele
like small farmers, micro entrepreneurs etc. and at another level it also takes care of the
more marginalised sections of the society who do not have access to proper documents
like land records and property records(like tenant farmers)29.
In production scenario, as well, the positive impact generated by JLGs under the ambit of
Kudumbashree in Kerala points the possibilities of the concept in overcoming the barriers
leasing of land in accessing credit and marketing of produces. Promotional support to
facilitating agencies in awareness creation and capacity building and credit incentives to
the members will accelerate the process of JLG formation and its sustenance.

8. Off Farm / Non-Farm / Wage income
In line with the trend reported by NSSO in various rounds, the share of farmer
depending solely on agriculture is on the decline. Wage income, involvement in off
farm, non-farm activities in rural area continue to provide income without any
seasonality. With two third of land holding in India being marginal, the relevance of
farming animals, rural nonfarm activities and wage/ salaried employment cannot be
overstated, meaning strategy for doubling farm income must bolster the livestock and
RNFS employment30 as well.

a. Skilling for diversiﬁcation of activities
India is expected to have the largest available workforce in the world, in the years to
come. The advantage that the country enjoys is that of the 1.2 billion population 65 per
cent is under the age of 35. The average age of an Indian in 2020 will be 29, compared
with 37 in China and the United States31. In order to reap the advantages of demographic
dividend that India enjoy, there is a need to have a massive skill development and
employment generation initiatives. GoI has initiated a comprehensive skill India
campaign with an ambitious target of training and improve employability, 40 crore
people by 2022 with programmes such as National Skill Development Mission,
National Policy for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship 2015, Pradhan Mantri
Kaushal Vikas Yojana, etc.
There are many areas where private sector can participate in the skilling initiatives.
As a nonproﬁt facilitator and as also a for proﬁt enterprise, a private/ corporate entity
can involve in areas such as : (i) forecasting industry demands (ii) setting quality and
Nair. G Gopakumaran (2010). Micro-Credit For Agriculture: Micro-Credit For Agriculture: Issues and
Concerns in Financing through Joint Liability Groups,-The microFINANCE REVIEW Volume II (2),
July-December 2010
29
NABARD, (2014) JLGs - Sharing Liabilities Creating Assets. National Bank for Agriculture & Rural Development Head Ofﬁce, Mumbai. November, 2014.
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industry benchmarks (iii) Strategic partnership with training providers (iv) facilitating
industry on the job training and apprenticeship (v) channelizing CSR funds towards
skill development (vi) investing in training infrastructure etc32.
The ARYA program on “Attracting and Retaining Youth in Agriculture (ARYA) has
already started in selected districts through KVKs with an objective for entrepreneurial
development of Youth in Rural Areas to take up various Agriculture, allied and service
sector enterprises for sustainable income and gainful employment.

b. Supplementary income through Activity Based Groups
In addition to the farm based activities, groups based income generating activities
are found to be a good source of supplementary income the farm family. There are
successful groups in southern states in the ﬁeld of hire services, catering services, food
processing, artiﬁcial jewelry making, ornamental ﬁsh rearing, textiles, bus services, etc.
wherein members joined together as a group(especially women) and earned income to
support family.
Being a ‘savings-ﬁrst, credit later’ model, credit discipline became a norm for SHGs
and ‘social collateral’ made them bankable (otherwise kept outside the ambit of formal
banking). With a total number of 77 lakh SHGs (as on 31 March 2015) and around 45
lakh of them credit linked, they are seen to be far reaching but there are concerns in the
sector regarding over concentration in some states/ centres, low level of credit linkages,
low loan per group, slow migration to individual accounts and economic units, etc.
A larger share of SHGs has entered into income generating activities but confronted
with limitations relating to marketing. Lack of maintaining quality standardization,
proper branding, marketing channel, transportation and other infrastructures were
highlighted as major constraints preventing the much awaited ﬂourishing of economic
units under SHG fold. State level coordinating agencies have to provide suitable
branding and marketing arrangement to SHGs.

c. MGNREGA to compliment family income
Job opportunities under MGNREGA create good buffer beneﬁting the farming
community during leans season as a reliable source of supplementary income.
Effective utilization manpower available under the scheme for asset creation under
common properties, water, soil protection structures, etc. generate positive impact on
agriculture sector, as well. The programme need to be continued with modiﬁcation to
eliminate the shortcomings reported.

9. Strengthening / Widening partnerships
a. Involvement of corporates
Research and Development, technology adoption in agriculture, especially, use of
biotechnology, genetic engineering, etc. in agriculture cannot be done by public sector
alone, leaving larger space to private sectors. Larger involvement of private corporates
are being made in speciﬁc areas such as seed industry, fertilisers, pesticides, extension,
implements, marketing, irrigation etc.. There is a need to streamline the association
Pramod Bhasin(2016); Skill Development and the Private Sector, Yojana, June 2016
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with private corporates in agriculture. For eg. most of the hybrid seeds that created
good results at ﬁeld level are produced and marketed by private sector. In order to
ensure availability of high quality seeds at affordable prices, the governmental agencies
may have to consider association with various international players in the ﬁeld by
procuring seed production and multiplication technologies from them and make it
available to the masses at an affordable prices.
One of the recent initiative under the brand ‘Unnati’, launched 5 years back in
Samireddypalli near Chittor in AP, is an example wherein involvement of corporates
reported dramatic improvement in productivity of crops. Coca-Cola , Jain Irrigation
and local variety mango growers implemented ultra-high density plantation by
adopting drip irrigation and specifying adequate amount of water fertilisers and
pesticide, thereby raising the yield level from 1.5 tons per ha. to 5 tons per ha33 resulting
in a commensurate growth in net income.
Private sector as well as government agencies in India may have to work in collaboration
to avoid massive investment in R&D by the private sector so that governmental agencies
can concentrate on massive production and distribution of high quality seeds at low
costs. Possibilities also lies in areas such as hybrid seed production, micro nutrient
industry, farm equipment development, extension, marketing, value addition, etc.

b.

Collaborative approach

The myriad of agencies/departments/institutions involved in supporting farming
community often lack coordinate functioning, and leads to multiplicity of schemes and
lack much needed concerted attention on issues. The success of Bhoochetna scheme34
in enhancing yield rate of major crops in rainfed areas in Karnataka based on 4Cs
underscore the importance of coordinated mission mode approach. Consortium
(of development agencies including academic institutions), Convergence (of all
development schemes), Capacity Building and Collective action made a difference in
the success of the scheme. At the decision making level, an umbrella platform needs to
be evolved to collaborate all the related schemes and activities to avoid duplication in
effort and leakages as well.

c. Supply chain approach and contract farming
Agricultural supply chains involve both backward as well as forward linkages among all
the stakeholders i.e. input companies, government institutions, market intermediaries,
consumers and farmers35. Agencies involved in provision of seeds, pesticides, fertilizers,
farm machinery, information on farming practices, weather, sowing and harvesting
time, pest management, fertilizer use, etc. to farmers constitute links in the supply chain.
Vijay Kamath(2016) ‘’Coke wants to pulp more mango for Maaza”,The Hindu Business Line, 27 June,
Mumbai
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The goal of Bhoochetana was to increase crop productivity (by 20%), rural income and nutrition during 4
year project period in dry land areas of Karnataka by convergence of various government schemes, coordination with academic institutions like Agriculture University and ICRSAT and participatory approach. (KV
Raju, Suhas. P. Wani. KH Anantha(2016); ‘Institutional partneship and Policy Process to boost Productivity of rainfed agriculture in Karnataka, India” in Vicissitudes of Agriculture in the Fast Growing Indian
Economy” edited by C Ramaswamy and KR Ashok’, Academic Foundation, New Delhi)
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Navin Nainwal, Sapna A. Narula(2010), ICTs and Agricultural Supply Chains Opportunities and Strategies for Successful Implementation, Volume 20, No. 1, February 2010(http://www.iimahd.ernet.in/egov/
iﬁp/feb2010/sapna-narula.htm)
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Contract farming and supermarket procurement arrangements are two supply chain
arrangements that are gaining ground in India. Recent experiences indicates that
contract farming and supermarket procurement approaches will have to involve
small-scale farmers in the medium term, as the farm structure obliges them to do so36.
Success of such initiatives depend on factors such as ease of entry and competition
among buyers, organizing farmers into formal or informal groups, enhancing farmers’
capacity to adopt improved production and postharvest techniques, enabling farmers
to obtain capital to make on-farm improvements, training farmers and buyers about
their rights and obligations and developing institutions to assist farmers, etc.
Shortcomings in extending or larger play of banks in supply chain such as large number
of small players and higher transaction cost involved, difﬁculty in organizing them,
default level and weak legal framework, politically unstable decision, etc. need to be
overcome for the success of the concept. The successful contract farming practices
by companies like Appachi Cotton, AVT Natural Products, Cargill India, Escorts,
The Global Green, Hindustan Lever, ITC - IBD Ken Agritech, Mahindra Shubhlabh
Services, Nestle India, etc. in the ﬁeld of cotton, maize, vegetable, agro processing, etc.
need further replication to assure stable growth in agriculture.

d. Non-Government Organisations
Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) and Non-proﬁt organizations work
with various intentions to uplift the poor, economically weaker, marginalized,
underprivileged, impoverished, etc. and innovate and participate in various schemes
and programmes of their own, in collaboration with governments or with international
organizations. The advantages of these low cost agents of growth in reaching out to
people at the ground level and helping minimize leakages , need to be utilized.
One of the prominent reasons highlighted for backwardness in the ﬁeld of social and
development initiatives in North and North East India Region (NER) having impact
on ﬁnancial inclusion, health, education, livelihood, and environment is the scarcity
of good NGOs. There is also a need for local and regional networking of NGOs working
in the ﬁeld which will help in creating opportunities for mutual learning, identifying
appropriate development initiatives, mobilization of resources, improving coordination
among line departments, planning extension, share research ﬁndings, approaches,
resources, cooperation with corporate sector and government agencies.

III. Summing up
Agriculture today is far more integrated with the macro economy - even global economy
for that matter - and no longer ‘rural only’ in orientation with the increasing aspirations.
The ramiﬁcations of such linkages with the macro concerns are far more explicit than
food security or inﬂation. Issues in the sector go much beyond production, to the entire
management of food economy covering product diversiﬁcation, pricing, procurement,
storage, transport distribution, marketing, mitigation of risks etc., calling for policies
looking at agriculture far more comprehensively. Beyond such issues, questions are
emerging like, Can we think of making a farm viable without making farmer viable? If
agriculture is facing challenges can rural sector do well? If rural money power does not
36
GoI(2011); Report of the Working Group on Agriculture marketing Infrastructure, Secondary Agriculture and Policy Required for Internal and External Trade for the 12th Five year Plan 2012-17, Agriculture
Division, Planning Commission, December
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sustain, will the economy grow? The initiative of doubling the farm income by 2022
has to be viewed against this background.
While the signiﬁcance of having an enabling environment is not new, the current
concerns warrant a fresh and comprehensive examination of the factors, especially
those that are unique to biological nature of the agriculture sector. While examining
the elements that constitute an enabling environment, it needs to be recognized that
the components of enabling environments considered by traditional assessment
frameworks are relevant and necessary, but not sufﬁcient to cover the speciﬁc
requirement of the initiatives on hand.
The general observation is that the enabling environments are forged by the traditional,
broader macro-level forces (political, social and economic) that are relevant to other
sectors of an economy. However, speciﬁc additional factors were also identiﬁed as
essential. Efﬁcient land markets and tenure systems; access to appropriate rural and
agricultural ﬁnance and risk management products; speciﬁc regulatory provisions,
consistent trade policies and access to regional / national / global markets as per the
requirements; availability of skilled human resources, improved technologies and
adequate infrastructural facilities and utilities are but a few. The priority ranking of
these factors differs from region to region – reﬂecting each region’s level of development
and the critical bottlenecks facing its strategic commodities.
Enabling environment could do well to absorb diverse approaches to income
enhancements, viz., by saving on cost, by increasing productivity and by using both
approaches. It should also keep the perspective of inter-sectoral complementarities
and convergence opportunities, so as to help the farm household incomes grow
in conjunction with the farm economy as a whole. It should be ﬂexible enough to
accommodate and address the state/location speciﬁc issues to make the exercise more
realistic.
For years together, various stakeholders have been trying to create a conducive
environment, yielded mixed results but nevertheless, have gained very useful experience.
The build-up of the enabling environment now has to happen on the strength of this
experience. Understanding the speciﬁc efforts of each of the stake holders and facilitate
convergence of knowledge, strength and practice in a manner which will make a
difference to the farmers, farms and the rural areas needs to be focussed. Given the
time frame, the emphasis now, could be on co joining their knowledge with possible
practical solutions. The available framework for the enabling environment has to keep
the state speciﬁc needs, in fact, as close to the location speciﬁc needs.
Fresh investments in agriculture and creation of infrastructure are no doubt important,
but improving efﬁciency of existing infrastructure might bring quicker results.
Bringing soft infrastructure in terms of information, demonstrations and advisories to
farmers, in conjunction with the given hard infrastructure would make greater impact
on farmers.
Investments are absolutely essential, but alongside, ground level institutions which
have proved to be effective in giving the beneﬁts of aggregation in ﬁnancial terms are
also critical. All these in tandem with well entrenched institutions will help farmers
tide over the adverse environment on the basis of the social capital already created.
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Item

Issues

Initiatives /Remarks

1. Export Import

Existing agricultural export/import policies appear

Barriers/loss to the farmers on account of custom

regulations

to be tilted in favour of industry and big exporters.

duty changes, price volatility, market failures and

relating to

Frequent changes in import duties and minimum other related stresses need to be compensated

agriculture

export prices, etc., in the policy parameters/goal posts

through a consistent policy. There is a need to provide

of trade in agricultural products create instability of

compensative incentives (to counter competition) and

policy for any investment in agro-processing industry

allow market forces to determine prices to ensure better

37

and need to be eased.

returns to the farmers by removing trade restrictions.

2. Regulating

A large segment of rural society without access to Legislation to regulate the activities of private money

informal money

institutional credit continue to borrow from private lenders needs to be implemented to avoid malpractices

lenders

moneylenders, traders, etc. for farm operations associated. ‘Operation Kubera’ movement to curtail the
purposes. NSSO38 (2013) estimated that just above malpractices of informal money lenders launched in
half (51.9%) of our farming community (9.02 mill

Kerala (2015) could be followed to create larger impact.

households) has access to any source of credit and
institutional sources were responsible for about 61% of
the total credit (of those who have access to any form
of credit)
3. Regulating

MFIs and NBFCs have become prominent players in Microﬁnance entities and their operations need to be

MFIs/NBFCs

the rural credit scenario with large networks at ground

in legally unambiguous in the country. MFIs should

level. Most of the nonbank MFIs, especially NGOs,

also be regulated when they reach the size and scale at

operate on the fringes of existing regulations, providing

which their failure would have consequences that reach

ﬁnancial services to microenterprises, do not fall under

far beyond owners and creditors. It is important for

the formal regulations as applied to banks and other

regulators to establish minimum standards or stringent

formal ﬁnancial institutions.

self-regulatory norms for MFIs while at the same time
remain ﬂexible and innovative.

4. Addressing

There is a huge dissimilarity in the energy availability/

A paradigm shift, especially in the perception of rural

Rural energy needs

requirements of rural and urban areas. To provide

energy needs, deﬁning the goals as well as strategies

sufﬁcient and clean energy to the rural people and

of India’s energy security,

cover up the gaps of energy requirements of domestic

renewable and sustainable sources of energy is

consumption,

agriculture,

small

scale

concentrating more on

industries

warranted. Eco friendly sources – use of solar power,

(MSMEs) etc., demand-driven scientiﬁc interventions

wind power etc. are gaining acceptance in rural area.

are essential .

But lack of proper assistance to meet the viability gap

39

denies many from investing in such ventures.

5. Powering Farms

Mechanization of farm activities with increased

Increasing shortage of labor and rising wages

and enhancing

precision in practices, lead to increased yield rate and

necessitates mechanization of farm operations to

efﬁciency

net income. Mechanization of farm activities is about

maintain/enhance production.

40% on an average (as compared to more than 90% in
developed countries) and growing at less than 5% in the
last two decades40.
37

Incentivising groups based approach and cooperative
in investment farm mechanisation can be resorted to.

Government of India (2016), Economic Survey 2015-16, Ministry of Finance, New Delhi.

Government of India (2013); ‘Situation Assessment Survey of Farmers -Indebtedness of Farmer Households’, National Sample Survey
Organisation, New Delhi.

38

Bikramjit Sinha and Indranil Biswas(2008); Rural Energy security in India: Reality checks- CSIR-National Institute of Science, Technology and Development Studies (http://www.nistads.res.in/ IndiasNt2008300409_Report/t6rural/t6rur85.htm)

49

Government of India (2016), Economic Survey 2015-16, Ministry of Finance, New Delhi.

40
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6. Custom hiring

The advantages of improved technology in farm

Bank ﬁnancing norms should be appealing enough for

centres

mechanisation, that help to overcome productivity

credible entrepreneurs to venture into setting up of

challenges in agriculture, often elude SF/MF on CHCs on account of easier bank guarantee norms, faster
account of small size of holdings, non-affordability and clearance processes, etc. There is scope for engaging
bulkiness of investment.

the established mechanization companies to bring
in their expertise on effective utilization of machines,
facilitate capacity building of entrepreneur and farmers
in utilizing services.
Channelizing incentives (in the form of subsidies) to
the producer groups SF/MF for custom hiring centres
will accrue more beneﬁts and improve net income.

7. IT& ICT

ICT initiatives typically require intensive infrastructure

More-specialized applications, such as software used

infrastructure in

in

for supply chain or ﬁnancial management can be

rural area

availability and internet availability. Mobile can be made more relevant in smallholder farming. Together

terms

of

hardware,

connectivity,

electricity

promoted as a fast, inexpensive, convenient and secure

public sector, private sector or PPP initiatives can help

channel for customers across India to carry out banking

enhance the access, affordability, and adaptability of

transactions. Farmers would have access to real time

ICTs for development.

information on crop prices, inputs, news, weather
forecast and government schemes etc.

The “Digital India” to ﬁrst digitally connect India’s
villages and gram panchayats by broadband internet,
promote e-governance and transform India into a
connected knowledge economy by the 2019, is a step in
this direction.

8. Veterinary and

In organized sector, the country has an installed milk Consumer preference for fresh milk has led to less

allied activities

processing infrastructure of 108.30 million liters per

penetration of organized players into the rural Market.

day. About 80 % of the procurement/ marketing is still

Remunerative price will induce farmers produce more.

under unorganized sector involving intermediaries.

Along with marketing support, backward linkage such

Further, due to large number of farmers over a wide as extension, veterinary facilities, healthcare, provision
area, the procurement cost of milk increases for the

of green and dry fodder, etc. are important for the

processing units.

viability and growth of the activity.

9. Rain water

Underground water tables are shrinking rapidly and The harvesting of rainwater and its preservation invite

harvesting –

many states like Delhi, Punjab, Haryana, Bihar, Andhra

location speciﬁc

Pradesh, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and purposes. Allowing rainwater to seep underground in

models

Orissa have also been categorized by the Ground Water the dry areas as a measure of maintaining ground water
Board as the potentially ‘gray areas’.

attention for sustained agricultural and domestic

and subsequently utilising it for irrigational or drinking
water purposes, need to be more popularized.

10. Farm forestry,

In order to supplement farm income from crop

Many high yielding clones of agro-forestry species

tree crops

cultivation, farmers have to go for timber plantation on

evolved, need to be demonstrated in the ﬁeld, so

(boundary),

the boundaries of their farm ﬁelds for additional income

that tree growers can increase productivity of their

integrated farms

in the long run. Seedling production, especially of plantations. High yielding and disease resistant clones
nitrogen ﬁxing trees without harming farm production

of eucalyptus, poplar, teak, ailanthus, khejri, etc. need to

has to be taken up by nurseries in the public sector to

be evolved through research. Farm forestry models that

make enabling environment in this regard.

are technologically feasible, ecologically sustainable,
economically viable, socially acceptable and adding to
the net income of the farmers need to be evolved and
popularised.
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11. R&D on

In view of larger area under rainfed condition and the With changing consumption habits in view of increasing

Drought resistant

deteriorating condition of water table, R&D has to be

income level, our crop pattern also need diversiﬁcation

/ water saving

oriented towards developing drought resistant traits of

by tilting it more towards fruit crops, high value crops.

varieties,

crops.

Diversiﬁcation and multi-layer cropping and developing
dry land varieties with a view to derive additional and
sustainable income through replicable and applicable
solutions is warranted.

12. Skilling – Farm

Farming and allied activities are input intensive

The National Skill Development Mission has created

activities

and technologically driven, warranting skill and

an elaborate skilling eco-system and imparted training

specialization. A larger share are involved in scientiﬁc which have to include agriculture related activities also.
way of cultivation thereby necessitating a huge pool of

To create a larger pool of skilled labour in the sector.

professional skilled agri-preneurs, food/agricultural
scientists, marketing and merchandising experts.

13. Health

Being the most prominent reason pushing the rural

PMBSY and PMJJBY are expected to provide cover

insurance, Life

population in poverty, health expenditure need to be

to the poor, unbanked and particular the farmer class

insurance and

secured through health insurance schemes. Similarly to

which do not have any social net in times of distress. It

other social

ameliorate the eventualities aroused on account of the

will help to proof themselves against such strife as and

security beneﬁts

death of the earning members in the family, subsidized

when it happens.

life insurance scheme need to the promoted among the
rural family.

14. Quality

Farmers’ failure to obtain fair prices is on account of

Comprehensive value chain model covering post-

standardisation –

poor harvest management of produce such as sorting,

harvest operations transportation, storage, processing,

Cleaning, sorting,

cleaning, packing, marketing etc

value addition and marketing can help farmers earn

grading and

proﬁt in a sustainable manner.

branding

In view of evolving online marketing initiatives, it is
imperative to have appropriate labs at the participating
mandis for product quality to ensure premium price to
farmers in a transparent way and building trust among
the participants.

15. Minimum

MSP for a crop is uniform across entire country, A relook on the MSP and other incentives is needed

Support Price &

irrespective of the variations in the cost of cultivation.

(example pulses) to incentivise more farmers in view

Decentralized

Similarly, though 13 crops are covered under MSP the

of higher dependence on imports and volatility in

procurement

beneﬁt is actually available only for a few crops like

domestic prices. There is need to have region speciﬁc

paddy, wheat, etc. and again concentrated in irrigated

MSP due to the varying cost of cultivation across states.

regions.

Broadbasing MSP to include other crops will be an
incentive to diversify crops, and thereby cushion risk
of concentrating on single crops.
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16. Exclusive

There is still slow growth in organic outlets and There is a need to have a quality check, branding

marketing

limitations related to organic certiﬁcation and they

and separate marketing channel for such products

channels for

are yet to ﬁgure substantially in our export portfolio.

to ﬂourish. Advantages of initiatives on group based

organic produces

It is reported that the organic food sector is growing

farmer centric marketing42 ventures can be replicated in

41

at about 20% in India, with more than 100 retail case of organic produces on pilot basis. This will ensure
organic outlets in Mumbai and about 60 in Bangalore
only. Organic produce command premium price as
compared to other products as also warrants to attract
new adopters.

a steady higher segment income to the producer.
PM while launching an organic programme in Sikkim
struck for expansion of organic farming across the
country as part of efforts to transform the agriculture
sector entailing better remuneration for the farmers.

17. Inclusive

Commodity supply chain are generally dominated by

There is a need to have a policy and regulation inviting

supply chain for SF

large sized producers where the involvement of SF/MF

private investments in markets and supply chains in

/ MF

are almost completely missing.

agriculture sector. SF/MF has to enter into high value
agriculture production and enter into value chains
which are proved to be more remunerative, viable and
sustainable .

18. Targeted

Government spending in input subsidy, price support

It is suggested to implement direct beneﬁt transfer

subsidy – Direct

etc. is plagued with leakages resulting in substantial

(DBT) in all the segments, where subsidy is involved

Beneﬁt Transfer to

loss of public money and beneﬁt not percolating to

together with Aadhar seeding wherever possible to

prevent leakages

the real beneﬁciary or the farmer in the case of inputs, identify and to ensure that the subsidy is reaching
seeds and more so in interest subvention payouts.

the deserved only. The move by the government to
introduce DBT on pilot basis for fertiliser in few districts
in the country will deﬁnitely help in improving quality
of service delivery to the farmers

19. Creating

For the resource-poor farmers vulnerability can be

Jan Dhan Yojana is an effort towards inclusiveness of

Financial literacy /

acute due to constant ﬁnancial pressures and lack of

the uncovered and uninsured. The technology-enabled

awareness

awareness. Financial literacy efforts, for those in this

Direct Beneﬁts Transfers (DBT), the JAM (Jan Dhan-

strata, involves educating them about the beneﬁts of

Aadhaar-Mobile) number trinity, aims to effectively

being part of the formal ﬁnancial system and managing channelise public resources to those who need them the
short term volatility in incomes and meeting unexpected

most and include all those who have been deprived in

emergencies.

multiple ways.

20. Ensuring end

Some of the simpliﬁed credit products, introduced

There is a need to have a stringent monitoring on the

utilisation of crop

to ease the formalities and boost agriculture credit

end-use of credit with subvention. System is prone to

loans

ﬂow, are found to be a bane leading to diversion of

the leakages and more importantly, farmers who could

such subsidized credit to non-agricultural or income

not provide security are still left outside the institutional

generating activities. A NABARD Study on Agriculture

credit folder

Jewel Loans scheme

has reported that crop loans

availed, aided large scale access to credit by those who
have no relation with agriculture.

41
Jayashree Bhosale( 2014); Why organic farming is gaining ground in India, Economic Times, Mumbai, March 13(http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2014-03-13/news/48189580_1_organic-farming-ecocert-organic-food)

Group based marketing initiatives such as Vegetable and Fruit Promotion Council Keralam (VFPCK) are worth replicating in other
states. VFPCK has formed around 9476 SHGs of more than 1.85 lakhs commercial fruits and vegetables farmers under its roof in Kerala
and promoted production centre oriented 274 markets through which 1.29 lakh MT produces were sold for the year 2015-16, for a total
value of `. 253.77 crore.

42
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21.Incentivizing

The low share of investment credit in the total credit

Sustained income growth at farmer level can be attained

capital formation

to agriculture vis-à-vis crop loan has implications

only through investment in farm, mechanisation farm

through input/

for sustaining growth agriculture through capital

operations, etc. involving credit on a long term basis.

credit subsidy

formation.

For instance, the success and impact of subsidy linked
programmes like Dairy Entrepreneurship Development
Programme(DEDS),

Small

Ruminants,

Poultry

Development, etc. need to be reassessed and replicated
with suitable modiﬁcations.

22. Subsidy

At present, most of the subsidies available in the sector

There is a need to bring in synchronization between

rationalization

is land size-neutral, leading to a larger share being

input subsidies and output subsidies leading to

- promotion of

grasped by bigger farmers almost in proportion to the

equitable distribution. The subsidy purveying system

micro nutrients,

size of land owned or produce generated.

need to be ﬁne-tuned in such a way that larger share of

organic manures,

the beneﬁt reaches the farming sections in proportion to

inputs

the vulnerability confronted or disadvantages prevailed,
especially in case of resource stressed regions.

23. Differentiated

Current subsidy purveyance happened to be more

States in the Eastern regions are confronted with

approach for

in favour of irrigated regions of the country. Public

challenges such as low crop yield, high risk, biotic,

ecologically

investments, spending subsidy on surface irrigation, abiotic constraints small sized farms, weak institutions

sensitive regions,

fertilisers, MSP, etc. are inclined towards irrigated

inadequate infrastructures. There is a need to invest

rainfed regions

area45. Some regions in the country are having good

more in agriculture, bridging yield gap, marketing

combination of resources making agriculture less

support, strengthening institutions, infrastructure

complicated, effortless, remunerative and risk-free ; creation, appropriate policies for sectors like, dairy,
whereas, others confronts persistent challenges due to
lack of moisture, climatic problems etc.

backyard poultry, inland ﬁshery, horticulture, etc.46.
Preferential treatment need to be accorded in
providing input subsidy, procurement prices in the
distressed districts.

V. Ratna Reddy. T Chiranjeevi(2016); “The Changing Face of Rainfed, In Vicssitudes of Agriculture in the Fast Growing Indian Economy” edited by C Ramaswamy and KR Ashok’, Academic Foundation, New Delhi.

45

PK Joshi and Anjani Kumar(2016); ‘Transforming agriculture in Eastern India’, In Vicissitudes of Agriculture in the Fast Growing
Indian Economy” edited by C Ramaswamy and KR Ashok’, Academic Foundation, New Delhi
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